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MATCH TIME TABLE 

Saturday : 

- 12 am Shooters’ meeting  

- 12.45 am the registration will close  

- 1 pm the shooting begins 

 

DOMENICA: 

-Ore  8.30 am Shooters’ meeting 

 -Ore 9.15 am the registration will close 

-Ore 9.30 the shooting begins 

 

We estimate the match to be shot in 5 hours. 

If for any reason a shooter couldn’t comply to this timetable, please let us know not later than the Friday 

before the match in order to not compromise squads’ timing.  

COLD RANGE 

Korral 26 Shooting range applies a Cold Range regime. No weapon can be manipulated outside a Safety 

Area or under direct supervision  of a Safety Officer.  

180 DEGREE RULE 

If not clearly specified into the description of the stage, all exercises relate to the 180° plan and the side 

berms’ height as muzzle limits.  

RULEBOOK 

SIERRADELTA CUP will be ruled applying the current IDPA RuleBook:  

Rulebook  2017.3  

Match Administration Guide 2019 v11 

 

STAGE BRIEFING 

Before each CoF the So will read the stage briefing and lead the walkthrough showing to the shooters PoC 

and visual barriers.  

Airgunning or individual walkthroughs are not allowed within stage boundaries 

 



 

BARRICATE, HARD AND SOFT COVER 

Barricades cannot be engaged or the shooter will incur  in a DQ. Hard and soft cover will be appointed by 

the SO in their briefing. 

AMMUNITIONS 

According to the range rules, Full Metal Jacket rounds are not permitted. 

STAGE RESET 

In order to help the match flow it is asked to all shooters to help reset the stage. Shooters whom have just 

shot or are next in line and “on deck” are exempted.  

Shooters must follow the PSO and reset only after he and the shooter (or his delegate) have scored the 

target. 

Again, to preserve the flow, it is possible to pick up brasses only at the end of the match. 

FOOD AND COMFORT 

Saturday Nov 30th will be possible to have a sandwich by the range’s club house. At the end of the match 

the staff will offer to the shooters an aperitif. 

After that we’ll meet at the agriturismo “Le Ninfee” in Via dei Monteroni, 22, 00055 Ladispoli RM  

where a dinner will be held. It will cost 18€ and the menù will be: 

Mixed bruschette, two first courses, grilled meat and baked potetoes, wine and water.  

 

EVERYONE IS INVITED! RESERVE YOUR SEAT BY CALLING: 3332556022 Cristina 

Sunday Dec 1th there will be our usual snack point placed between stages and after the match you may 

have lunch at K26 guest house. It costs 10€ and the menù will be: 

Pasta, two meat course, wine, water and coffee.   

LAST RACCOMANDATIONS 

We decided not to host 11 shooters per squad in spite of the large requests in order to preserve the fun 

and avoid the match to became too slow and exhausting.  

So please, have a bit of regard and respect towards whom is working to guarantee your fun and all those 

shooters who could not reserve a spot in time.  

  



 

MATCH LOCATION 

Poligono Korral 26 Via di Ceri, 137, 00052 Cerveteri RM 

41°59'21.9"N 12°08'40.7"E 

41.989414, 12.144630 

 

 

 

 

RANGE MAP 

 

Stage 1 is not shown because it will be built in each bay. 

 


